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Abstract—Online Social network Services are one the
exclusive services which are provided by different
organizations digital traces anatomization is an key issue since
there is always a chance of breach the susceptible to privacy so
these increases the overlap in services so we has to overcome
with these overlapping we propose a scheme to identify the
user from an anatomized graph to protect such type of attacks
which is basically based on graph and sub graph structure by
taking the knowledge of the user transaction on online social
network so this approach give more accurate results in
detecting overlap of services and defensed the attacker for
attacking the digital services.
Keywords—Access control, characteristic based encryption
(ABE), Disruption-tolerant network (DTN), multi authority,
secure information recover.
I.

INTRODUCTION

A online social networking servers has the huge amount of data
which is used for analyzing and understanding of a Many study
factors such as sociological and behavior factors for individual
or groups so most of the site they publish the information for
the study of public domain, understanding, and analyzing the
factors, which effects to the society. Which is used by the
many third party users for business analysis and research work
but there are many factors which effects to the these sites by
the attacker who mostly exploit the important information by
attacking to these sites so the privacy presiding is one of most
challenging areas for social networking sites the large data
contents which has many relationship between them self and
gives the valuable information to the third party consumers so
while publishing the data the security has become the
important factor for privacy so we need to have a prominent
scheme for the making the data to be published in the secure by
using different anatomized techniques Therefore how to
preserve social network user privacy while ensuring that the
published social network data is useful to the third party users
is a serious challenge a collaborating between utility and
privacy , it is difficult process but still it can be done , to give
a proper balance overall. System, even though it hard to
prevent attacks
by collecting intelligence on the social
network.
II.

technique for carpeting the relationship between the data still
additional information in edges it associated with labels crates
a new dimension for privacy preserving data measures the
information loss and anatomization process before publishing
make the more information is lost then it will less useful
information so most of the existing schemes (e.g., [3][4]) are
target with the useful data publishing and required information
with more secure strengths for privacy protection so a proposal
of anatomization algorithm in which the social graph is clusters
into groups before the publication and the number of nodes of
each cluster along with the density of edges in the clusters are
published.
III.

RELATED WORK

Publishing anonymized social graph makes the high-level
privacy risks. Some of the methods we discuss, which makes
the high-level privacy, risks.
A. k-Anonymity scheme
In this approach we normally edit the vertices and edges and
perform the operations like adding and deleting of the graph so
we use the following techniques for this approach.
a. k-Anonymity scheme
In this approach we normally edit the vertices and edges and
perform the operations like adding and deleting of the graph so
we use the following techniques for this approach.
b. Degree based Anonymity scheme
So has re identified the attack the vertex identification are
designed to find the degree of anonymity these attacks are done
with the background knowledge of the vertex information.
c. Neighborhood based Anonymity scheme
This scheme is used to prevent the anatomized graph with the
background knowledge of the neighbor’s information, which is
used as new node to graph The neighborhood Anonymization
method is use to prevent an anonymized graph with prior
knowledge of neighborhood information from mounting the
new node in graph.

LITERATURESURVEY

Many areas still effects in online social network even after
using the anatomization technique to the privacy-preserving
scheme so it increases the overlap between the different
services so we need to overcome with these attacks A normal
model for representation of attributes in online social network
is graph . A graph G consists of a set V of vertices and a set E
⊆ V ×V of edges. Here the privacy can be modeled
representation and non-representation of the vertices and edges
or labels but metrics that extracted for the online social
analysis,such as betweenness, closeness, and centrality. So has
to remove these labels which can be associated with unique
vertex from V this is called as traditional anatomization

Figure 1: Naive anonymization removes the ID, but retains
the network structure.
IV.

PROPOSED WORK

In this paper implement a Seed-and-Grow algorithm which is
used for identifying the users for an anatomized graph which
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basically analyzed form the graph structure this algorithm first
finds the seed in the sub graph which is basically implemented
by the attacker or with the combination of the group of users
then the seed grows in large size based the attackers
background knowledge of the users social relationships this
improves the effectiveness and accuracy of the privacy
preserving technique . Implementation is the steps which
specific the methodology used for the attain the new system
and giving the user the confidence that this system will be
more effective this stage involves the careful planning and
achieving the change over the existing methods
V.

METHODOLOGY

A. User Accessibility Module:
In this module, Users is given an authentication system to
access the detail, which is presented in the social network
system. Before searching the data the user has to register first
then only he can access the information.

6: FOR each vi ∈ VertexList DO calculate
7: Cost(SeedVertex,vi) using the anonymization method
for two vertices;
END FOR
8: IF (VertexList.size()≥ 2k −1) DO let CandidateSet
contain the top k −1 vertices with the smallest Cost;
9: ELSE
10: give CandidateSet a chance to contain the rest of the
unanonymized vertices;
11: suppose CandidateSet= {u1,...,um}, anonymize
Neighbor(SeedVertex) and Neighbor(u1) as
discussed in Section III-B.2;
12: FOR n = 2 to m DO

13: anonymize Neighbor(uj) and {Neighbor(SeedVertex),
Neighbor(u1),...,Neighbor(uj−1)} as discussed in
Section III-B.2, mark them as “anonymized”;

B. Setup of Seed Size:
In module you keep it in mind the existing system and
motivate us to create a the initial seed size and then the number
of links between the antiquated graph and the initial seed. Our
initial setup seed algorithm resolves the issue wich makes the
guarantees of the unambiguous identification of the initial
seed, even though we don’t take into condition of the link
numbers.

14: update VertexList;
END FOR
END WHILE
VII.

RESULT

C. Grow Algorithm
Grow algorithm is a family an metrics, which use the
difference between a pair of vertices from the target and the
destination graph,. So has to enhance the identification
accuracy and to come over with the computation and decrease
the falsepositive rate, we introduce a greedy algorithm with
revisiting It is vertices which connect to the initial seed
Vertices since they form an valid information, i.e., the cipher
text. We implement a method for an access policy does not
require to be embed with the chirper text which maintains the
preserve the privacy This approach of encrypted data can be
made more confidential either if the storage server is
untrusted; so this method is more secure in collusion attacks
existing Attribute- Based Encryption systems they rely on
attributes for encored information , and build the policies for
the user keys generations while in our approach attributes
describe about the user’s autnthication and encrypting of data
policy specifies for who can decrypt.
VI.

ALGORITHM

Information: an interpersonal organization G = (V,E), the
anonymization prerequisite parameter k, the cost work
parameters α, β and γ;
Yield: an anonymized chart G;
Method:
1: initialize

;

2: order;sortmarkvivi∈ ∈ VV(G(G))
3 asas “unanonymized”;VertexList in neighborhood size
descending
4: WHILE (VertexList

DO

5: let SeedVertex = VertexList.head() and remove it from
VertexList;
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CONCLUSION
I propose a calculation, Seed-and-Grow, to distinguish clients
from an anonymized social diagram. Our calculation misuses
the expanding covering usernames among administrations and
is construct exclusively in light of social diagram structure. A
k-mysterious interpersonal organization still may spill
security. On the off chance that an enemy can recognize a
casualty in a gathering of vertices anonymized in a gathering,
yet all are related with some delicate data.
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